DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) FOR CYBERSECURITY
Cyber threats have become a major problem for every organization. There are many technological solutions and
defenses and a lot of advice and many advisors. But, how can an organization understand whether its defenses
meet existing and future threats and risks? Where investments should be made in terms of the security budget?
G. Bina’s Decision Support System (DSS) aims to support IT and security officers as well of senior managers identify
their organization’s cyber-threat landscape, determine their cyber-defense maturity level, and take knowledgeable
and prioritized decisions. Implementation of DSS involves four major steps:

1. Identify and Map Client's Cyberspace Threats
We first analyze an organization’s threat landscape using G. Bina’s cyber intelligence capabilities. We then analyze
the risk level of each threat, relying on proprietary algorithms, which incorporate cyber security and business
operations analytics.

2. Assess Client's Cybersecurity Maturity
A client's cyber defense
capabilities are then
presented in a matrix
structured by domains,
categories and a series of
actual defense controls.1
Consequently the overall
defense maturity is
evaluated, providing a
cyber defense maturity as
illustrated in a dashboard
view on the right.

1

May be based on NIST/EST-C2N2 or any other adequate framework
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3. Analyze Client's Cybersecurity Maturity Correlated with Threats
In this step G. Bina maps the relevant controls to each identified threat and risk. This allows an understanding of
which controls (technologies, processes, procedures and policies) are in place and where gaps may exist. This will
provide the client team – the senior manager or the IT expert – an effective and clear view of actual security gaps
in a prioritized manner.

Consequently, we count the number of instances each
defense control was identified as relevant to mitigate a
threat.
G. Bina is aware that clients budget is always limited,
and hence we are focused on providing advice with a
clear prioritizing tool that identifies how and where
efforts and budget should be concentrated.

4. Generate a prioritized cybersecurity action & investment plan
The final output would include: Priority plan of what needs to be done in conjunction with budget constraints and
an action plan of how it should be done.

5. Why Consider DSS?
Because our service is:


Threat Driven – driven by focused intelligence specifically gathered and analyzed.



Intuitively understood – illustrated graphic view, making it easy to explain to managers



Quick to implement – fast to implement, providing security snapshot & prioritized action plan.



Cost Effective – It costs a fraction of an overall Risk Assessment, most importantly making for simpler
decision-making
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